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Coegresswomen Address Issues at Trinity
Mikulski spoke Monday, January 20, 1986
for a session of (he Trinity Public Opinion and Public Policy course.
Mikulski is running for a Senate seat in the upcoming election.
AIDS Policy Proposed
by Patrick J. Trostle
News Editor
In a letter to President James F.
English, Vice President Thomas A.
Smith outlines a proposed college
policy concerning the disease AIDS
(Aquired Immune Deficiency Syn-
drome).
Dean David Winer, who along
with nurse practitioner Jan Curtis
and school doctor Mark Izard re-
ceived a copy of the AIDS pro-
posal, downplayed the impact of
the disease at Trinity.
"I see no need at all to restrict
people at this college who have
AIDS. There's no need to screen
students to see if they are affected
by this disease," said Winer.
Winer also noted that President
English will make the final deci-
sion, concerning the college AIDS
policy.
"The President (English) might
restrict the activities (of students).
We do not see any situation at this
moment like that," he said.
According to Dean Winer, the
proposal was a beginning to a for-
mal college stance on the AIDS is-
sue.
"It's important that we have a
policy," Winer commented.
INSIDE:
-"Robert Frost: Fire and Ice"Reviewed
-BasketballDefeats#2'Tufts .
.• ' -Hockey Ices Huskies, -5-2 • • •
by Barry A. Freedman
Ass't News Editor
Can a heavyweight contender
stand only 4'11", wear glasses, and
be a woman? The answer is an af-
firmative yes when it comes to
Congresswoman Barbara Mikulski
(D-Md).
Congresswomen Mikulski spoke
at Trinity College's Public Opinion
and Public Policy class last Mon-
day. She is running for U.S. Sen-
ate. She was introduced by
Congresswoman Barbara Ken-
nelly (D-Conn) who is a member of
the powerful Ways and Means
Committee of the U.S. House of
Representatives and a trustee of
Trinity.
Kennelly stated that "I am con-
vinced that she [Mikulski] will be a
U.S. Senator." Mikulski is pres-
ently ahead in the early polls by 20
percentage points over her closest
challenger the governor of Mary-
land, Harry Hughes.
Rep. Mikulski was in the Hart-
ford area to attend a fund raiser
hosted by Rep. Kennelly. Kennelly
stated that there are presently only
23 representatives and two sena-
tors who are women. "It's not rep-
resentative of the country ... there
are so few of us [women legisla-
tors]," she said.
Rep. Mikulski has been a fighter
in the political ring for many years.
She has been a member of Con-
gress for ] 0 years and chaired the
Energy and Commerce Commit-
tee. She began her political career
by being actively involved in local
politics. She was a former social
advocate and a Baltimore city
councilor.
She attributed her political suc-
cess to what she termed as "sweat
equity" — the strong motivating
force which helps to bring about
change. She stated that "sweat eq-
uity will again prove successful in
the Senate race."
Rep. Mikulski stressed that na-
tional issues must be brought to
the local level. "I believe in taking
national issues and making them
local issues," she said.
She also stressed that legislators
try to help their constituents
through Congressional action as
much as possible. They do listen to
their constituents to an extent in
order to guide their decisions.
However, she stated that "We're
[legislators] advocates. We can't
always guarantee an outcome but
we can guarantee an effort."
Both representatives stated that
it was too premature to judge who
the front runner is at this time for
the 1988 Democratic presidential
nomination. The Democratic party
was weakened in the last national
election; however, they will not be-
come extinct. "The Democrats are
in change and always will be in
change," Mikulski said.
Rep. Barbara Mikulski is train-
ing, maybe not physically like a
boxer, for the title bout in Novem-
ber, but politically by as she states
"raising money in order to raise
the issues."
Photo by Cindy Curby
Barbara Kennelly, congresswoman and Trinity Trustee, introduced Mik-
ulski and helped lead the discussion.
Branzburg Heads Affirmative Action
by Judy Sahdford
Staff Writer
Judith Branzburg has replaced
college lawyer Marilyn Denny as
head of the Affirmative Action
program at Trinity.
As head of the program, Branz-
burg overseas the searches made
for faculty, administration and
staff.
Branzburg defined her role in the
program.
"[I] meet with all search commit-
tees, explain what affirmative ac-
tion means, answer questions,
explain possible problems and pro-
vide information on the best places
to advertise," she said.
Branzburg also "prods them
[program staff] to find qualified
people among women and minori-
ties." She sees her job as being "to
educate and be a watchdog."
Branzburg also works part time in
the Women's Center.
A new addition to the Women's
Center is Peggy Hogan. She as-
sists in the center and helps with
the newsletter. As Branzburg ex-
plains, "the newsletter is an at-
tempt to provide information to
students through grassroots
work." .
Branzburg also adds that the
newsletter is "happy to make an-
nouncements of events, receive
suggestions, articles, or discus-
sions of womens issues." The
newsletter is aimed towards the
faculty, administration and staff as
well as the students.
Branzburg adds that the news-
letter is meant to be an "educa-
tional tool, not ultra-serious, but
perhaps controversial."
The Womens Center's series on
women in politics and culture is
one way that the center presents
controversial issues.
On March 9th, Sonja Sanchez,
producer of the movie "The Unof-
ficial Story" (a movie about moth-
ers of the missing in Argentina)
and speaker of human rights in Ar-
gentina will speak at the college.
In April, Margaret Kandall, pro-
fessor at the University of New
Mexico and poet who has written
on Cuban and Nicaraguan women,
will come to Trinity. Kandall has
criticized countries on academic
and intellectual freedom. Due to
the anti-U.S. stance of her writ-
ings, she is encountering difficulty
in regaining her U.S. citizenship.
Assistant Professor Honored
for Study of Soviet Critic
Carol J. Any, assistant professor
of modern languages at Trinity
College and a West Hartford resi-
dent, has received a $27,000 fel-
lowship from the Social Science
Research Council to continue her
work on a book about Soviet liter-
ary critic and scholar Boris Ei-
khenbaum.
Any's book will present the de-
velopment of Eikhenbaum's
thought against the backdrop of
historical ajid political develop-
ments in the Soviet. Union. Ei-
khenbaum, who lived from 1886-
1959 is known for his contributions
to Russian Formalism, Tolstoy
scholarship and Soviet textology.
Any, who holds a doctoral de-
gree in Slavic languages and liter-
ature form the University of
Chicago, has taught at Trinity
since 1984. Prior to that she was
an assistant professor at Grinnell
College in Iowa and was a lecturer
at Loyola University of Chicago,
and the University of Chicago.
She is a member of the Ameri-
can Association of Teachers of
Slavic and East European Lan-
guages, the American Council of
Teachers of Russian and the
American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Slavic Studies.
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar For Your Wanted:
Today:
Jane Reynolds, Assistant Director
of Admissions, will lead a discus-
sion entitled: "The Classroom Cli-
mate: A Chilly One for Women?"
at 7:30 p.m. in the Wean Lounge.
Wednesday:
Dr. Mahlon Hoagland, president of
Worcester Foundation for Exper-
imental Biology, will be the next
speaker in Trinity College's
"Technology and Medicine" Lec-
ture Series. Hoagtand will speak at
8 p.m. in the Boyer Auditorium of
the Life Sciences Center. His topic
will be "Biotechnology Research
and Development: The Case for
Public Support." Admission to the
event is free and the public is in-
vited to attend.
Thursday:
A lecture and performance titled
"The Magic of the Marketplace"
will be given by Babson College
economics professor Laurence S.
Moss at 5 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
The event is open to the public,
free of charge.
The Trinity College Hillel wel-
comes its new advisor, Jodi Sklar,
with a free pizza party in the cave
at 6;00 p.m. Come and meet Jodi
and discuss upcoming activities
that Hillel will be sponsoring. Be
part of the best Hillel in the Hart-
ford area! Come Thursday and see
why —
There will be an information meet-
ing concerning study in Trinity's
program of Hispanic studies in
Cordoba, Spain (PRESHCO) at
3:00 p.m. in the language lounge,
Seabury 42C. All those interested
in participating in the program for
the first or second semester, or for
the entire year of 1986-1987, are
cordially invited. If you are not free
to come to the meeting, please con-
tact Professor Adrian. Refresh-
ments will be served.
There will be a women's lacrosse
meeting at 2:00 p.m. in the Tansill
Sports Room in Ferris.-All Invited
Friday:
The "North Eastern Regional
Conference on South Africa,"
sponsored by the Trinity anti-apar-
teid committee, will be held from
Friday, Jan. 31 to Sunday, Feb. 2.
The conference will be attended by
300 students from 40 Northeast-
ern Colleges ranging from Wash-
ington to Vermont and it will take
place mostly in McCook, Life Sci-
ences, and Mather. The Saturday
morning workshops will focus on
domestic racism and the Saturday
afternoon workshops will focus on
strategies for divestment. The
conference will encompass a full-
range of South-African/ divest-
ment issues. All workshops will be
led and run by students. Anyone
interested in attending or assist-
ing with the conference, call Gates
Garrity.
Come and Enjoy: Candlelight, Mu-
sic, and an Array of Tasty Delights
at Dessert in the Dark at 9:00 p.m.
in Mather, Dining Hall. This is an
All-Campus Program sponsored by
the Quad RC/A's.
Cinestudio:
Tonight:
Godzilla 1985 & The Adventures of
Buckaroo Bonzai
Wed-Sat:
Agnes of God and Stop Making
Sense (Separate admission. 9:30
p.m. W&Th, 10:00 p.m. F&Sa.)
Personals:
E.O. Happy Birthday to someone
with Body English. 1/31/86 M.C.
D.P.T."There will be sunshine
after rain. There will be laughter
after pain." 53 days
i
1111" i
t."
Upcoming:
The Women's Center invites all
members of the Trinity Commu-
nity to a reception to welcome
Peggy Hogan as the new assistant
to the coordinator of the Center.
The reception will be held on Feb-
ruary 3, 4-6 p.m. in the Women's
Center. Refreshments will be
served.
Gilton Gossett, chairman and chief
executive officer of Saatchi & Saa-
chi Compton Worldwide, an inter-
national advertising agency will
give an illustrated lecture "Every-
thing- You Wanted to Know About
Advertising," on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 4 at 8 p.m. in McCook Audito-
rium. Admission is free and the
public is invited to attend.
The Student Government Associ-
ation will be holding elections on
Thursday, February 6, for four po-
sitions. They are:
Freshman Class Representative
Budget Committee Member
Crescent Street Representative
Clemens/Stowe Representative
Whoever is interested in running
for one of these positions should
pick up a petition by the post office
and have 26 people sign it. Com-
pleted petitions must be submitted
to Box 1459 by Tuesday, February
, . inn ou •„- r i
r . i -•*$*'.rn-lrfi - •
worm 0*«'* Ilf»"*, u-1 '40-U'xWi if
you have shy question*
Interested in
children?
Find out about
Community Outreach
Recreation
Plan your own program
Drop a note in box
1828
or call Sherri Marton
246-0816
Information
Packets for the position of Coor-
dinator/Assistant for the 1986-87
academic year are available in the
Office of Residential Services.
THE APPLICATION DEAD-
LINE IS FEBRUARY 14.
The Financial Aid Office is accept-
ing applications for the Greater
Hartford Ad Club's annual $1,000
scholarship. Students must be jun-
iors or seniors who are planning a.
career in advertising or a related
field such as art, writing, market-
ing, journalism, public relations,
etc. Academic achievement and fi-
nancial need will be considered.
See Financial Aid for application.
DEADLINE: March 1, 1986.
Reminder to all students: The
deadline for submission of papers,
essays, fiction, etc. to The Trinity
Papers has been extended to mon-
day, February 3. So get your out-
standing work into Box 1396, The
Trinity Papers, and maybe you'll
get published! Remember, all work
must be no more than 25 double
spaced typed pages.
Dependable and responsible work-
ers interested in working as a dis-
patcher for the security
department. This is a new job and
only those interested in working
overnight and weekend shifts
should respond. Stop by the secu-
rity office during normal business
hours.
Vocalist1 for a modem Rock Band
RUSH-U2-originals CALL Tom-
665-1171 or Steve- 247-5013
Be a Tutor
A Burns Elementary School child
needs your help. There just isn't
enough money or staff to teach
special education classes. Every
little bit helps. That's where tutors
come in. Even an hour once a week
can make a big difference to a child
struggling with reading or con-
fused about arithmetic. Both Eng-
lish speaking and Spanish speaking
tutors are needed. It's great prac-
tice for all "would-be" teachers. If
you are interested, drop a note
with your name and box # to Lisa,
box 490. You will be notified about
our next orientation meeting.
HAPPINESS 15 HAVING
A BIG BROTHER
ORBIG SISTER!
VOLUNTEER NOW!
CALLYOUR LOCAL BIG BROTHERS/
BIG SISTERS AGENCY
. , ' " .
' £ * ' £
u <r .jta* & ,»J iu "»*••« * - * • « " • *
SUBSCRIBE TO THE TRIPOD
Have a full semester of the Tripod
sent to family, friends, relatives
for only $8
Just clip out this coupon, enclose a check.
Payable to the Tripod for
and mail to:
THETRfPOD
BOX 1310
TRINITY COLLEGE
HARTFORD, CT 06106
Send subscription t o : _ '
Address ' ^____
JOiH THE TRIPOD!
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Conn PIRG
In December, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed Superfund
legislation (391-393), a federal pro-
gram to clean-up the worst hazard-
ous sites in the country. The
Environment Committee of Trin-
ity-ConnPIRG worked throughout
the fall semester for a strong bill.
Chris Quinn, co-coordinator of the
project, was pleased with the leg-
islation stating, "Hazardous waste
is the most pressing environmen-
tal problem facing us today. The
Superfund helps to protect our
health and drinking water sup-
plies."
The committee led an extensive
campaign, concentrating on the CT
delegation to the House of Repre-
sentatives. They gathered over 400
letters to representatives, led a
phone-calling campaign and talked
with the aids of Rep. Kennelly,
Rep. Rowland and Rep. Johnson.
Shortly before the floor vote,
ConnPIRG students met with Rep.
Rowland and urged him to support
the community right-to-know
amendment.
The House version1 of the Super-
fund includes 10 billion funding,
strict standards for the clean-up of
targeted sites, 600 scheduled clean-
up starts and a community right-
to-know provision. The right-to-
know amendment mandates that
chronic (ie. carcinogenic) as well as
acute chemicals in landfills be re-
corded on a list which is available
to the public. The U.S. Senate
passed a weaker version of the Su-
perfund and a joint conference
committee is presently working
out a compromise.
The Superfund was initially en-
acted five years ago, but only 6 out
of 786 identified sites have been
cleaned-up to date. The poor track
record was attrivuted to the lack
of strict clean-up schedules, which
is included in the current legisla-
tion. Liz Osterhaus, co-coordinator
of the project said, "The present
Superfund bill includes stringent
time-lines and clean-up schedules
so taht sites will finally be cleaned-
up. The Superfund is a victory for
the citizens in CT and around the
country."
This semester the Environmen-
tal Committee plans to conduct a
survey, measuring health condi-
tions around the Laurel Park
dumpsite, sponsor Earth Week and
lobby for environmental bills in the
CT legislature.
Photo "by Meryl Levin
NEW ASIA
OFFICERS
The Asian Student Inter-
national Association (ASIA)
announces its new officers
for the following two
semesters (Spring '85 & Fall
•86):
- John Lee, President
Cheryl Yasumura,
Vice President
Yunhee Ju, Treasurer
Yuichi Lee, Public
Relations
Avachai Tayjasanant,
Secretary
Ed Wong, Secretary
The members of ASIA would
like to extend a warm congratu-
lations to our new officers and
to remind the student body that
ASIA is OPEN TO EVERYONE!
Some neighborhood youngsters take advantage of Saturday's snowfall.
Leadership Workshop Held
by John Phelan
Staff Writer
Joanne Pulver, the new Assis-
tant Dean to Student Activities,
presented the first production of
the second semester, a Leadership
Workshop on Saturday, January
25, in the faculty club.
The vast majority of the school
committees and clubs were repre-
sented by their officers who had
been invited by Miss Pulver. The
workshop began with the pairing
off of students for ten minutes of
basic personal interviews. The
cause was supplemented by ample
representation for all classes.
The main purpose of this meet-
ing, according to Pulver, was the
need for a committee, made up of
representatives from all the major
; '««•-••.. • ' i ' ;
Financial Analyst Positions
Salomon Brothers Inc wants to hire bright, ambitious undergraduates
to work as Financial Analysts in our Finance Departments,
No particular experience is required and degree candidates for any
major are welcome to apply. A description of the financial analyst
position is on file at the placement office. Please send your resume
and a cover letter by February 5,1986 to:
Christine A. Simpson
SALOMON BROTHERS INC
One New York Plaza
New York, New York 10004
Responses will be sent to all applicants by early March 1986.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Salomon Brothers Inc
Market Makers find Investment Bankers
clubs and societies on campus,
whose responsibility it would be to
encourage events. The objective
behind this procedure would be a
lessening of the competition that
exists between the numerous par-
ties scheduled on the same week-
end evening as well as promoting
activities for the entire weekend
rather than a multitude of them on
one evening.
Pulver believed that the confer-
ence would enable the Trinity com-
Tiunity to become closer and more
aware of the varying interests on
campus.
Other subjects covered during
the day included the method of
planning a successful meeting and
productive time management, the
latter being covered by SGA offi-
cers Kathy George and Paul Pow-
ers. The workshop closed with a
communal promise to continue the
process of group education in the
form of further meetings.
$
CLIP & SAVE
SAVE 20%
on your next equipment repair at:
STEREO SURGEONS
ELECTRONIC REPAIR LAB
1173 Main St.
$
$
FREE
Estimates
East Hartford
FREE
Home Pick Up
For Expert Service call: 5 2 8 - 8 8 3 7 $
ONLY
$3.89
ADULTS FUEE
ONLY
$2,99
CHILD UNDER \2
Sausage
Fresh Biscuits
fresh Blueberry
Muffins
Grapes
Canteiope
FEATURING:
Scrampled Eggs
Bacon
Homefries
Pineapples
Assorted Syrups
and Jellies
Apple Fritter
Pancakes
Cream Chipped
Beef
Honey Dew Melon
And Much Morel
OPEN 7:00-12:00 Noon Saturday & Sunday
ALSO SERVING BREAKFAST 7 DAYS A WEEK
25 Kane St., West Hartford, Ct. 233-919O
T.
5O« OFF
ROY ROGER'S™
NEW WEEKEND
BREAKFAST AND
FRESH FRUST BAR
- UMIT ONE PER COUPON -
fUASE KKSJWt TO QUKER BtfOM 0RMB1N&, VOO
WWS PROHtKrtQ. NOT GOOD IN COMMNAIttN Vflft ANY
Q t H B O f W . CASH VALUE 1<6O* O f f H S O O O AF ZS IWrt(
ST. W. MMTfTOSO. •
SO* OFF
ROY ROGER'S"1
NEW WEEKEND
BREAKFAST AND
FRESH FRUIT BAR
- LIM1F ONE P£fl COUPON -
PUASE PKt&NI 10 CASHIER BtfOfit QbOtW-tG. vOlQ
wtcpf pnoMtema N O I G O O D IN COMBWAIIQN WITH ANY
OWtfl OfffB. CASH VAlUf I/6O*. OFFW OOOD At 25 KAWE
ST. W HAfltFOflO.
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Injustice and Discrimination for AIDS Victims
by Kelly Keating
Staff Writer
Kathy Doran, a Yale Divinity
student.came to Trinity College to
present a discussion about Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency Syn-
drome (AIDS). Only seven people
cared enough to attend this in-
formative lecture.
"The apathy of the college com-
munity to the subject was both up-
setting and disappointing. Though
AIDS is a disease that mainly
strikes drug users and homosex-
uals, it is still a disease which kills
people. It is frightening to imagine
how people can use their preju-
dices and misconceptions to ob-
scure this reality. As a society we
must come to grips with AIDS.
When a little girl is barred from
attending school due to AIDS it
affects everyone. When a killer
disease is used by perverse minds
to eradicate personal rights, it af-
fects everyone. AIDS is causing
major shifts in our society and it is
time to challenge that reality.
As of December 1985 there were
15,172 cases of AIDS in the United
States. Of these about 7,777 peo-
ple have died as a result of the
disease. It has now been estimated
that the number of AIDS cases will
double every ten months for the
next five to seven years. In light
of this projection the staggering
consequences of ignoring AIDS is
clearly evident.
Furthermore according to a con-
servative estimate, approximately
2 million people have been exposed.
to the AIDS virus. People exposed
to AIDS are classified as having
ARC or AIDS Related Complex.
Of the to million people who are
carrying the AIDS virus about 5-
8% will develop AIDS.
Therefore the number of cases is
growing as well as the public fear
of the disease. Holly Smith, of the
San Francisco AIDS Foundation
explained the public hysteria over
AIDS saying "The social epidemic.,
of fear is based on two cultural
taboos- sexuality and death."
•AIDS combines both of these so-
cial taboos. People fear homosex-
uals and do not like to discuss
death and dying. But people are
dying and society needs to set aside
these apprehensions in order to
preserve life.
Furthermore this public hysteria
is leading to many discriminatory
measures against AIDS victims.
Instead of addressing the problem
society wants to shut the door and
allow people to die in obscurity.
Thirty United States Insurance
companies are screening appli-
cants for exposure to AIDS using
a faulty test which renders false
positives in many cases. The test
does not determine the prescence
of AIDS virus but only antibodies
which may suggest its presence. A
Red Cross official states "The peo-
ple who test positive are healthy.
They do not have AIDS and we do
not know whether they will ever
get AIDS." Yet even though the
test is suspect insurance compa-
nies may use the test to consider
coverage possibilities. Luckily, 2
states have prohibited. insurance
companies from using the test re-
sults to refuse applicants. The in-
surance companies, however, are
now pushing for a 5 year option
period in which they can cancel a
policy. Coincedently enough the in-
cubation of the AIDS virus is 9
months to 5 years. Finally, com-
panies are tightening restrictions
on coverage for single men be-
tween the aees of 20 and 40 be-
cause they fear them to be gay and
thus this makes them potential
AIDS victims.
In October the Pentagon an-
nounced that 2.1 million active-
duty personnel were being
screened for the AIDS virus. Those
who tested positive had their du-
ties restricted. Any who were suf-
fering from AIDS were
automatically discharged from the
Armed Forces. Once again a faulty
test was used to blacklist those
who tested positive.
If the Government,is allowed to
test its personnel with an inaccur-
ate test then what about employ-
ers? Will employers soon be
requiring tests for AIDS from all
of its current and new employees?
Where does the madness stop?
Innocent children who are suf-
fering from AIDS are additionally
being affected by the fear of AIDS.
Because the New York Board of
Education allowed a little girl with
AIDS to enter school, 12,000 par-
ents and their children boycotted
the first day of school.
In New Haven, a 5 year old boy
diagnosed as having AIDS Related
Complex was forced to leave
school. The Board of Education in
New Haven said that it would pro-
vide a tutor and a place for tutor-
ing for the boy. They still have
found neither.
The Hartford Board of Educa-
tion stated that children who have
AIDS would not be permitted to
attend school until the Board made
a decision on the issue. This deci-
sion has still not been made by the
Board.
The Hartford and New Haven
Boards of Education have both vir-
tually .ignored the problem. Re-
seachers are projecting that an
AIDS vaccine could be produced in
about 10-20 years. Society can not
wait that long. AIDS is tru'ly
needed is education about AIDS
and how to prevent it.
The Trinity community wasted
this opportunity last week.
If AIDS'is to be stopped, every-
one needs to work together. Mu-
nicipal, state, and federal agencies
must take the lead and provide
money for education and research.
When Kathy Doran concluded
her talk she told the audience about
a few ideas some people had shared
with her to eradicate AIDS. One
was to quarantine all AIDS victims
and ARC victims. Secondly, an-
other brilliant inidividual sug-
gested that mandatory celibacy, to
the point of castration, be imposed
on the homosexual community.
The most horrifying suggestion
though was that all AIDS and ARC
victims should be identified with a
tatto. Sorrowfully, one cann only
think of the German Jew standing
in Nazi Germany with a yellow star
on his jacket and numbers etched
into the skin of his arm. Where will
the madness end?
Philippines Are Ready for Change
by Steve Brauer
On February 7, the Philippines
will hold a presidential election.
President Ferdinand Marcos is
facing opposition from moderate
Corazon Aquino, wife of the late
opposition leader , Beningno
are considered crucial for security
by the U.S. Government.
The Philippines have been a
hotbed of controversy ever since
1972 when Marcos instituted mar-
tial law. The main criticism has
centered around Marcos' violation
of human rights, Aquino, if elected,,
has promised wide constitutional'-
The United States is growing
more and more uneasy with Mar-
cos. Reports of Marcos' supporters
playing dirty political tricks and
the issue of unequal time have
combined to cast doubt in many
people's, .minds. Marcos charges
that the opposition cheated, in the;*
parliamentary elections;' ahd.he is
United States holds a particular in-
terest in the upcoming election.
The Philippines are the site for two
U.S. military bases, both of which
Dateline the Philippines
U.S.-Interests in. the Islands
by Philip S. Wellman
Manila may be 10,000 miles from
Washington, yet the Philippines is
closer to. the U.S. than to any other
country in the world. American in-
terests in the Philippines date back
to Admiral Dewey's defeat of the
Spanish Navy in Manila Bay in
1898 during the Spanish-Colonial
rule in the Philippines.
Today, a security relationship
forms the linchpin of United States
- Philippines relations. It includes
an agreement for the U.S. to de-
fend the islands from external
aggression and provides for main-
taining Cubic Bay/Cubic Point and
Clark, two of the largest overseas
American naval and air force
bases.
The increased Soviet use.of the
former American naval base at
Cam Rahn Bay in Vietnam has
made the bases in the Philippines
all the more strategically impor-
tant. They are no longer there
solely to defend the Philippines or
act as a repair facility. They have
taken on the primary responsibil-
ity of maintaining the balance of
power in the region.
At the demarcation line between
the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the
bases enable the U.S. to monitor
the sea lanes of communication,
and to support military forces in
Asia and the Pacific. From one lo-
cation, the, U.S. is able to support
troops and facilities in South Ko-
rea and Japan. Additionally, they
can be used in the rapid deploy-
ment of forces to the Persian Gulf,
the horn of Africa, or to anywhere
in South Asia or the Indian Ocean.
According to Teodpro Benigno, a
Philippine analyst, the two bases
are capable of mobilizing and dis-
FflC€toFflC€
and
PUSH Comes to Shove
Saturday Feb. 8th
9:30 $4
Washington Rm/
ID Required
Tickets Available Outside of Mather
patching a 100,000 strong rapid
deployment force fromthe Repub-
lic of the Philippines..
According to the Pentagon,
"projecting a strong image is a
necessary part of America's deter-
rent policy, and it is the bases-such
as those in the Philippines that en-
able the U.S. to deter aggression."
The bases are a visible manifesta-
tion of U.S. power and commit-
ment to security and stability in
the area. According to Admiral
Robert Long (retired Commander-
in-Chief, Pacific Fleet), the post-
Vietnam syndrome is not going to
force the U.S. to abandon its re-
sponsibility in the region.
The bases serve in providing for
U.S. regional and global security
objectives. It is the intention of the
U.S. to bring about the stability
and avoid great power friction in
Indochina. However, according to
the late strategic analyst Alvin
Cottrell, there exists a vital and
intimate interrelationship between
the U.S. presence in Japan, South
Korea, and the Philippines; a sharp
change in any of these positions
would affect the stability of the en-
tire region. Hence, it is currently
undesirable for the U.S. to remove
the needed bases from the Philip-
pines.
If the U.S. is to retain a measure
of power in the region, it must hold
onto the bases in Luzon. The bases
are essential both as projections of
American power and for their fo-
ward basing, repair station capa-
bilities. The Philippine facilities are
probably the most important bases
in the world for the U.S. policy of
naval force projection. And, given
the fragility of South Asia and the
Persian Gulf, the U.S. military
posture cannot be compromised.
itary, who have threatened a mili-
tary coup if Aquino is able to pull
off an upset.
Considering that Aquino has
pulled in larger crowds than the
President throughout the whole
campaign, it is perhaps suprising
that she is the underdog. Yet, Mar-
cos has gotten a great deal more
exposure. He has a virtual monop-
oly on the Philippine press, Re-
porters on television and radio are
afraid of losing their jobs if they
give too much time to the opposi-
tion. Mrs, Aquino has filed suit for
equal time, as well as subpoenaed
U.S. networks for tapes of the un-
fair coverage, Marcos' monopoly
gives him the opportunity to take
a hard line without any rebuttal
from Aquino,
The most damaging' attack on
Aquino in this campaign -is fee
charge by Marcos that she is con-
nected to the Communist insur-
gents who have been fighting the ,
government for over ten years,
Aquino has said that she will, if
elected, call a'tntce-wfth the Com-
munists and try to meet some of
their requests. • • . *
However, recent events have
cast a shadpw on any Hnk between
Aquino and the insurgents. The
New People's Army, Communist
fighters., conducted raids on re-
gions , known1 to be favoring"
Aquino. This attack, frightened
voters and may discourage them
from voting.
There was'a time when the peo-
ple •sympathsized with the Com-
munists. Youths would join up and
fight. But in J984 support weak-
ened when the opposition did well
in the parliamentary elections,'
People now see a chance for peace-
ful change. It appears that, the
Communist leaders fear Aquino
more than Marcos, under whom
they've been abie to unite and
grow. Publicly they claim Mrs".'
Aquino .is Washington-backed and
- .wants to &ke steam< opt .of the ,m-
.Burgency, ' v ^ ' ' •- •'
Marcos has also been hurt by a
 y
recent New York Times exdusj||ji§»
which east doubt on his status as a
war hero. Marcos has claimed to
be a hero and guerilla leader for
forty years. Yet recently docu-
ments were found showing that
Marcos may have only been in-
volved on a limited basis. Marcos
has of course denied it, calling the
report "foolishness."
Nevertheless, the United States
is growing wary of Marcos and his
political machine. There is a great
deal pf doubt in Congress, and
some say that a blatently unfair
election would be a signal for the
U.S, to re-evaluate its relationship
with the Philippines and possibly
cut investment in the U.S, military
The time for change is here. No
longer is Ferdinand Marcos the an-
swer to the problems of Filipinos;"
he has become the problem. His
authoritarian "regime • is only
strengthening the Communist in-
surgents, who can find easy syn>,
pathy under such a cruel
government, The moderate Aquino
•provides a chance to bring'about
peaceful reform.
However,, Marcos.will do all he
can to remain in power. The United
States, for their part, must evalu-
ate its position no matter who
wins. The Philippines will undergo
Change whether or not Cory
'Aquino can win, The U.S. must act
as active participants, which in-
cludes helping to make the election
as fair as possible.
• Aquino has',the-popular appeal,
but Marcos has the power. Consid-
ering this, it is not so suprising
after all that Aquino is the under-
dog, As one Philippine columnist
put it, "In a fair vote, of course
she.would win by a landslide," He
wouldn't say it in.print, though,
because he was afraid of losing his
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Feature Focus BLOOM COUMTT
CHIP RHODES
by Chip Rhodes
Features Editor
Every time I find myself in dan-
ger of forgetting that I'm a part of
of a "generation" some article ap-
pears in some newspaper or some
magazine to remind me that I am
indeed a part of a "generation." I
am told that there was a wild and
fascinating generation that came
of age in the late 1960's. I am also
told that this wild and fascinating
generation is now materialistic,
high-tech, and thoroughly en-
trenched in America's cultural
mainstream. All of this I have read
and seen with a certain degree of
placid indifference; being suffi-
ciently detached to take the whole
mixed, misbegotten parcel or leave
it.
By turns all this blathering has
filled me with impatience and dis-
gust. Impatient waiting for all the
hoopla to die an appropriate death
and disgusted by all the absurd
generalizations being spewed here,
there, and everywhere. Well, all
that was bad enough, but now its
my very own generation that's on
the examination table. And I'm not
liking the prognosis.
The worst part of all this gar-
bage is that many of the voices are
coming from within. Simplistic
analyses are, of course, to be ex-
pected in a matter such as this.
But the worst, most simplistic, not
to mention naive, of all the anal-
HMitf$Pf8 ,ton,.Qne of our own.
Allow me to introduce Mr. Bret
Easton Ellis, voice of a generation.
Mr. Ellis has written a book en-
titled Less Than Zero which I must
confess I have yet to read. But I
am told that it is a perfectly well-
written book, a book that main-
tains the reader's interest, but also
a book replete with pretension and
devoid of substance. But that's a
digression, I'll satisfy myself for
the present by assailing his article,
"Down and Out at Bennington",
which appeared in the September
26 edition of Rolling Stone. The
article concerns itself with the con-
fusion and lack of identity that
characterize our generation. Mr.
Ellis writes, "We're too old for the
early-Eighties MTV generation.
And we're too young to be grouped
with the generation of mid-Seven-
ties freshmen, the generation that
makes up the late-twenties yuppie
group...There was simply this
group of people who happened to
come of age in a time when there
was no clear cultural heritage."
Mr. Ellis goes on to link this with
the new conservative trend on col-
lege campuses. So, I guess, here
we sit, sandwiched between iden-
tifiable generations, directionless
and full of ennui. Oh, woe is us.
Well, I don't know about you,
but this explains a lot for me. I was
just wondering the other day why
I felt this consuming malaise and
this uncontrollable urge to vote
Republican across the board. It's
not my doing, no sir, I was just
unlucky enough to, "come of age
in a time when there was no clear
cultural heritage." This explains a
lot of other things as well.
Why do I have trouble motivat-
ing myself to study sometimes? No
clear cultural heritage. Why don't
I know what I want to do when 1
graduate? No clear cultural heri-
tage. Why am I depressed occa-
sionally? No clear cultural
heritage. Why has "Punky Brews-
ter" not been cancelled? Well....
Now, about this clear cultural
heritage stuff. Sure it sounds nice,
maybe even impressive, but what
I ask yo,u does it mean? It seems
that Mr. Ellis thinks that a cultural
heritage is instantly created when
the media gives you an acronym.
Yuppies weren't yuppies until the
media targeted them as an identi-
fiable generation. And, at least half
of the whole phenomenon was en-
tirely the creation of the media's
vivid imagination. It's also pretty
ironic that Mr. Ellis borrows a
phrase to preach his pompous ser-
mon accusing our generation of
being unoriginal. He refers to us
as a "lost generation." Now, it
seems, if I remember correctly,
that Gertrude Stein first coined the
phrase about 60 odd years ago. Not
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very original at all Mr Ellis.
There's something else about the
article which bothers me. I can't
help but think that Mr. Ellis should
be grateful to our nebulous gener-
ation. After all, it's provided him
with the grist for a successful novel
and now an article in Rolling Stone,
that voice of pop culture. Through-
out the article he rambles on about
art, artists, art for art's sake, com-
mercial compromises — the last
which he describes in terms akin
to prostitution. Now, I've always
thought of Rolling Stone as being
somewhat commercial, but then
again, I haven't written a novel so
who am I to talk.
I haven't figured out how much
of my criticism is borne from sheer
jealousy. Perhaps I was a little too
inclined to find fault with a peer
who has succeeded at something I
would love to have done. But, I
think there is something slightly
presumptuous about any attempt
to fit a whole generation into a
nice, neat package. So, I'll finish
by asking Mr. Ellis to please, I beg
you, keep your profound insights
to youself. I don't want to hear it.
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New Year's Resolutions
by the Lizard
(were you expecting Bullwinkle?)
For me, the winter vacation has
traditionally been a time of reflect-
ing on the past and setting new
sights for the future. The follow-
ing is a list of my resolutions con-
trived to keep me occupied
throughout this upcoming semes-
ter:
— As usual, to seek out female
companionship which will keep me
warm and wiley up 'till and possi-
bly beyond springtime. One likely
candidate seems to be constantly
evading my cluthes, and the break
I was looking for occured on a Sun-
day morning at Saga, where I usu-
ally crawl around on the floor, and
notice little but those great ome-
lets they make. After conducting a
massive body search for her all that
night, I certainly didn't expect her
to come over and say hi during
Hangover Brunch. That was one
Certs encounter I blew, but I'll
drive on. I'm one stubborn lizard.
— To see " A Nightmare on Elm
Street 2." 1 saw part 1 over the
vacation. Freddy scared the turds
out of me . • • .
— To bring back Pepsi and Diet
Pepsi to Saga. I thought they knew
Pepsi outsells Coke something like
10 to 1.
— To arrange for Omar Kadafy
to attend a lecture by Bishop Tutu.
I'd like to christen Omar as the
newest object of demise and dis-
taste throughout America.
— To get a real rockin' band for
Spring Weekend.- Otis Day .the
Knights (from "Animal House,"
they're alive and well), or George
Thorogood would blow this school
away. Have an air band competi-
tion during intermissions.
— To get John Madden (former
Raider football coach and now a
CBS sportseastor) to speak at
graduation.
— To eat numerous McD.L.T.'s.
They're awesome.
— To become an active member
of the Pee Wee Herman fan club,
and begin writing the script for my
big adventure.
Some may say ray goals are a bit
lofty, but dreaming is always more
fun than doing (unless Freddy of
"A Nightmare on Elm Street"
fame is in them). And so until next
week keep your toenails trimmed
and your bellies warm.
Depressions, Digressions, Dacquiris.
by Douglas Mayer
Here I sit at the pool bar in this
tropical semi-paradise with a pine-
apple dacquiri in my hand, the
sweet sounds of Jimmy Cliff in my
ear and a number 2 sunscreen on
my face, gazing out over the calm
Carribean. Exams are done, pa-
pers finished, I'm out of the biting
cold of the Northeast and I
shouldn't.have a care in the world
right 'bout now.
Only I'm going through with-
drawal. My head is still crammed
with facts and figures, theories and
philosophies, patterns and tenden-
cies. But worst of all — I have this
great urge to read. Read anything.
Anything that I can get my hands
on. The Vivran has long been, ex-
punged from my body, but my
mind still races a mile a minute,
and I have this almost desperate
and guilty feeling that I should be
learning something.
Of course, I also happen to be
staying in one of the most remote
parts of one of the most remote
islands in the civilized world.
Translation: no New York Times
and no Diet Coke. No Televisions,
no telephones, no radios (save,my
Walkman), and no newspapers.
This makes reading material hard
to come by, to be sure.
But my mom was wise enough to
bring along a few hometown mag-
azines, including a major business
rag I never would have opened had
I been elsewhere.
I would now like to share a few
items from this prestigous publi-
cation that I have found quite in-
teresting,
"The budget -fora single episode
of 'Miami Vice' is $1.5 million. The
budget for the real Miami vice
squad for all of 1984 was $1:6 mil-
lion. (This figure does not include
the soundtrack)."
"CORRECTION: In our last is-
.sue it was incorrectly stated that
the family fortune of real estate
developers Homer and Isadore Gu-
delsky began with the trash and
junkyard business. The family has
always been involved in the sand
and gravel business. We deeply re-
gret the error."
Then there is the ad run in last
months Los Angeles magazine for
an instant Spanish-translation ser-
vice priced at just $3 a minute.
"For 12 hours a day, seven days a
week," says the ad copy, "the Tel-
Language Company will put a
fluent, polite, bilingual human
translator beside you in an instant.
No more shouting and pointing at
the gardener or the maid. No more
trying to track down and impose
on marginally bilingual friends.
And no more language-barrier
horror stories."
Finally, a week old newspaper
reveals that the latest NYT/CBS
News Poll says that 4 out of 5 chil-
dren between the ages of 3 and 11
believe in Santa Claus. Further-'
more, 2 out of 3 California school
children do not like computers. One
pollster was quoted as attributing
these statistics to, what else, the
popularity of Ronald Reagan.
I have to go now. Another dac-
quiri is beckoning.
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TRINITY TRIPOD
Bridging the Gap
The student-faculty gap is one of Trinity's most easily
forgotten problems. Very few professors know much about
us- where we live, the things we do aside from studying,
and admittedly, we know very little about that strange
breed known to us as "faculty" or "administration" or
"staff".Ideally faculty, administration, staff and students
should know one another as people.
Breaking down this communication gap is not easily
done without commitment from both ends. The Mentor
Program, set to begin next fall, is a good start. Graduate
Students will live in the dorms acting as intermediaries
for students and faculty. On top of that, faculty would
be given office space in dorms and hold regular office
hours in that space.
The program, threatening to some, is a good, realistic
step. On one hand, it does not shoot too high or aim
for too much too quickly. It does not ask faculty to
actually live in the dorms but it does ease them into
student life. It gives them a chance to see us out of
the classroom, in our own element, as people rather
than students. Hopefully it will give us a chance to do
the same with them.
The idea of a live-in graduate student is menacing to
students who foresee that graduate student acting more
as policeman than confidant. We should not flatter our-
selves, however, by thinking that any graduate student
would have nothing better to do than to keep track of
our comings and our goings. Chances are any particular
graduate student will have enough responsibilities of his
own that he will not be looking for any more, playing
the role of confidant is more likely.
Another recent attempt at tightening the people gap
on this campus is the upcoming "Bantam Ball", spon-
sored by alt of Trinity College's abbrieviations (SGA,
TCAC, RC/A's, IFC). The event aims to bring students,
faculty administration, and staff together in an entirely
new situation. A party for all Bantams with band and
bar is another good, even though more temporary, way
of "people-izing" us all.
Understanding each other as individuals rather than
placing each other under labels betters education alto-
gether. Breaking down categories, even those of student
and professor, always enhances our learning.
America's Appliance
America has fallen for "The Fridge". His 300 pound,
toothless teddy bear look has won the hearts of even
•Patriot fans. And it doesn't matter if he can play football
or not- his personality is the sole source of William "The
Refrigerator" Perry's popularity.
Perry was Chicago's No. 1 draft choice last spring but
early on in the season seemed to be somewhat of a
dissapolntment to his coaches. The Bear's Defensive
Coordinator, Buddy Ryan called Perry "a wasted draft
choice" during pre-season training. Ironically the Refrig-
erator ended up doing more on offense than on defense,
this season.
His face is all over television commercials, his fan
mail is overwhelming and he just recently turned down
holywood. "I'm not spending no seven days on a movie
set." His modesty and his honesty are as likeable as
his smile.
"If the Dallas Cowboys are America's team, Perry is
America's appliance."
LETTERS POLICY
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basement
so thai they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and
taste. . ,. • • • - . ; •
ETTERS
Criticism Of Reagan Unfair And Inacurate
To the Editors:
Hillary Davidson's editorial on
the January 21st World Outlook
Page ("Reagan's Hypocrisy") at-
tacked President Reagan unfairly.
President Reagan has every
right to be against Martin Luther
King Day. Martin Luther King Jr.
Day is a holiday designed to soothe
discontented blacks. King never
fought for human rights. To say
that Martin Luther King stood for
anything more than equal rights
for blacks is false. Did he ever at-
tack anti-semitism, or Russian
treatment of its citizens? No, he
confined himself to the problem
that most closely concerned him.
There is nothing wrong with that,
but to give him a holiday just for
being the most vocal spokesman of
the Civil Rights Movement is ridic-
ulous. The only other holidays that
honor men are Columbus Day, and
Washington's birthday (techni-
cally President's Day) There isn't
any day for Thomas Jefferson, who
also worked long and hard for civil
rights, or Abraham Lincoln, who
freed the slaves. President Reagan
was forced to go along with the
national holiday proposal even
though he disagreed with it on per-
fectly reasonable grounds. The
statement
"Our country is different be-
cause Martin Luther King Jr. made
it better.." sounded hypocritcal be-
cause Reagan said it to put the
best face on a ceremony that was
forced down his throat.
To accuse the President of being
racist for trying to cut the budgets
of programs that attempt to deal
with poverty is just being narrow
minded because all of the welfare/
unemployment programs fail in
their attempts. Welfare has had
the effect of destroying the black
family (50% of all black children
are born out of wedlock) and re-
moving the social stigma on not
working. From 1961 to 1965 the
white/black employment ratio for
18-19 year olds was 1.8 to 1. Prom
1966 to 1969, the start of the Great
Society years, the ratio jumped to
2.2 to 1. In addition, the percent-
age of blacks compared to whites
actually looking for work suffered
a drop of as much as 20 points in
various age groups just after the
start of Great Society. These are
the programs Reagan is trying to
eliminate. • . '
The initial goal of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and Presidential Exec-
tutive Order 11,246 (Affirmative
Action) was to create equal oppor-
tunity for blacks, but equal oppor-
tunity doesn't mean preferential
treatment. If one third of black
Americans live below the poverty
line it is their own fault, not be-
cause of anything Reagan has
done. If the Cuban "boat people"
can land on American shores and
create a thriving economy in
Miami, then blacks should be able
make a living without the govern-
ment paying their way. People in
favor of Affirmative Action seem
to feel that there is something in-
ferior about blacks that the gov-
ernment should try to make up for.
People like President Reagan be-
lieve that all men are the same,
regardless of race, and should be
treated accordingly. Reagan's
charm has less to do with the way
he states his opinions than the
opinions themselves. He is a po-
pulist who believes the same things
as most of the people in the United
States. To say he is anything less
is to do him an injustice.
Sean Dougherty, '89
More On Trinity's Hypocrisy
To the Editors of the Tripod:
Thank you for your excellent ed-
itorial of January 21. Concerning
the visit of Bishop Desmond Tutu
and the concurrent meeting of the
Trustees, the following points" are
also of interest:
A group of concerned faculty and
our organization both noted, in let-
ters to the Board of Trustees, that
the college's, position on divest-
ment sharply contradicts the posi-
tion of Bishop Tutu. The Trustees,
at their October meeting, resolved
to place their moral weight behind
the Sullivan Principles and the
hope they seem to offer of gradual
reform of the aprtheid system.
Bishop Tutu in a recent interview,
on the other hand, says the Sulli-
van Priniciples are "totally unac-
ceptable." "We don't want
apartheid made more comforta-
ble," he says, "We want to be rid
of apartheid.""
The Trustees have not re-
sponded to initiatives form either
faculty members or students, nor,
(one can predict), will they respond
to the point of your editorial. How-
ever, the Trustees did respond
(through President English) to the
recent SGA resolution requesting
that the Trustees agree to decide
on the divestment issue at their
March meeting! Let us hope that
they have been more than "deeply
moved" by the contradiction in-
herent in conferring an honorary
degree upon Bishop Tutu. Let us
hope also that they do more than,
in President English's words, "re-
affirm[s] [their] conviction that 'the
system of apartheid is morally
abhorrent and indensible by any
cannon [sic] of civilized judg-
ment."
We would also like to welcome
all members of the college com-
munity to the Northeastern Re-
gional Conference on Southern
Africa, hosted at Trinity this com-
ing weekend." Over 30 other col-
leges plan to attend, and the
particular themes emphasized by
this conference will be domestic
. racism and apartheid.
Respectfully,
The Trinity Anti- Apartheid
Committee.
Sean Is A Whaler Fan Too
Dear Editors,
The Hartford Whalers are an
emerging hockey team and de-
serve a good deal of credit for a
successful season.
I have had the opportunity to see
numerous games this season, and
I have some views to throw up for
contention.
First, to clear up a major inac-
curacy in David Iacino's letter of
January 21. Ray Neufeld probably
garnered more boos in his career
than any'Whaler ever. Neufeld,
while not qualifying as a loser, cer-
tainly is not a winner, as evidenced
by his and Whaler's mediocre play
over the past few years.
To be fair to Whale Watch re-
porter Sean Dougherty at the be-
ginning of the year, much criticized
defenseman Risto Siltanen played
very poorly. But as the season con-
tinues, Risto is playing better and
better, and while not the best
Whaler defenseman by any means,
he certainly contributes a great
deal and would be sorely missed.
Perhaps more credit is due to Mr.
Siltanen than has been afforded
him.
Believe me when I say Mr.
Dougherty is a die-hard Whaler fan
who really loves the team, so
please forgive some small injus-
tices on his part.
Whaler fans have to, at this time,
unite behind the Whale. With the
loss of Ron Francis and the possi-
bility of a down to the wire playoff
race against the archrival Boston
Bruins, they need our unified sup-
port. So, "Let's go Paul Lawless
(my personal favorite) and Let's go
Whale!
Sincerely Matthew G. Miller, '89
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Trinity, Violence, Don't Mix
by David Rubinger
Managing Editor
"Did you hear about the fight
last night?"
"No, what, happened?"
"It was great! An all-out brawl,
and one sucker is in the hospital
with a busted nose."
The pride of Trinity College.
I've never been a great fan of
physical violence. Oh, I enjoy the
controlled violence fond in certain
sports, like boxing and football, or
the humorous fights in profes-
sional wrestling. I even enjoy an
occasional brawl in sports in such
basically tame sports as basketball
(its incredible to see Manute Bol
mix it up occasionally). But those
are shows, a distinct form of enter-
tainment. But violence as a form
of drunken expression is not my
idea of entertainment. -
Brawling at Trinity isn't limited
to a fraternity, class, or intellec-
tual level. Alcohol just seems to
bring out ugly personality traits in
very mild-mannered people. We all
like our voices to be heard, I'm no
exception, but doing bodily harm
in defense of your image is pa-
thetic.
With incidents of violence seem-
ingly regular occurences at Trin-
ity, I often wonder what can be
done. The administration can only
take so much action. The problem
is that alcohol works as a defense
for those involved.
Believe it or not, I'm not trying
to impress any moral judgement
on those who happen to mix it up
on the weekends. Nor am I con-
demning alcoholic consumption, I
don't have any right to do that
(being one to throw one back once
in a while). I will probably be called
a wimp for not being ' "man
enough" to put my fists up in bat-
tle. That's not true. If there was
just reason to defend something or
someone in immediate danger,
then I wouldn't hesitate. But the
fights that spring up around cam-
pus are of a more random nature,
where students simply take out
their aggresions on other stu-
dents. The "victor" has the pride
that he is a better fighter, and
defends the action as alcohol-in-
duced.
I don't have any outright solu-
tion to the ugliness that comes with
violence. We live in a violent soci-
ety where we accept certain forms
of fighting as natural. Our accept-
ance of violence in sports and mov-
ies has gone beyond the screen and
the playing field, as is evident of
the recent "riots" at movies and
concerts around the country. When
that violence comes so close to
home that fellow students are end-
ing up in the hospital, and others
being expelled from college,
enough is enough. It's just frus-
trating to just sit by and think that
this is just part of college life.
ETTERS
Alumnus Responds To Campus Racism Incident
To the Editors:
Since I remain interested in
events which occur at Trinity since
my graduation, I was pleased to
receive all of the last semester's
Tripods in the mail this week. I
feel compelled, however, to com-
ment upon what I perceive as an
imww^ ffftictjoji ,,to,,,a .recent,
event.
Specifically, I refer to the Sep-
tember 26, 1985, occurrence in-
volving a young lady who
contacted Security after confront-
ing an unidentified person in her
dormitory. My reading of the Tri-
pod indicates that this occurrence,
or "incident," if you will, met with
the over-reaction of claims that the
student's behavior was racist and
symptomatic of racism at Trinity.
To put it mildly, I was shocked.
A student observed a strange man
in her dormitory, and contacted
Security. Security investigated,
concluded that there was no cause
for alarm, and politely withdrew.
Granted, it is regrettable that a
guest of the college may have suf-
fered some short-lived embarrass-
ment, but I submit that said
embarrassment is a small price to
pay for a more safe and secure
campus.
Virtually from their first day at
Trinity, all students are taught to
- be security ,• conscious. ^To quote
from the student handbook:
If you don't recognize the name
or voice, ask the person to [show]
I.D.. If the person won't, don't fel
foolish, ... BE RUDE, DON'T BE
RAPED!
Recent statements from Tripod
interviews with Trinity's new di-
rector of security are equally ger-
mane:
Trinity is not an isolated world
... the iron gates do not protect
students ffrom the realities of the
city which surrounds it. (Tripod 9/
10/85)
"The students," she said, "have
responsibilities toward themselves
and their fellow students ... The
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Security force does as much as
possible to protect students and
property, but students should take
more responsibility. This is our
home and we (students and secu-
rity) should protect it," she said.
(Tripod 10/1/85)
In sum, all Trinity students are
encouraged to take responsibility
to protect themselves and their
campus. The young lady in ques-
tion acted 100% correctly, and in
perfect compliance with the col-
lege's own guidelines.
I find it unfortunate, therefore,
that the matter has appartently
become a cause celebre for those
who appear determined to root out
racism with an almost unhealthy
enthusiasm. A minor transaction
is thus transformed into a "racial
incident," and a student who
should be commended for her
deisre for a safe campus suddenly
becomes a "racist".
Hartford can be an unsafe city,
and, presumably, Trinity has in-
stalled closed-circuit cameras in
recognition of this fact. Students
are advised not to walk alone after
dark, and penalties follow the un-
authorized disclosure of dormitory
combinations. But a student who
has the presence of mind to con-
tact Security and report men in
her dormatory who are obviously
not students is branded a racist.
Should anybody wish to respond
to my letter please send your re-
sponse, or a copy of the Tripod in
which it appears, to me in New
York, so that I may properly re-
spond. The alumni office has my
address.
Sincerely, Michael A. Gould,
Esq. (class of 1981)
Thanks Again
To the Trinity Community:
I would like to thank all of those
who contributed their time and
money for the Kappa Kappa
Gamma Balloon Derby Homecom-
ing weekend. Part of the money
raised was contributed to the Sen-
ior Class Scholarship Fund and this
money wwill be used to Senior
Class Scholarship Fund and this
money will be used to help Trinity
students who need assistance in
their last year." .
Your generosity and cooperation
in helping one another are very
much appreciated. Sincerely,
Anne M. Zartarian
Director of Financial Aid
Open Windows
KATHRYN GALIANT
You must understand that this
column was written at 10:00 a.m.
Sunday, so the outcome of the
Super Bowl is yet to be decided.
Nonetheless, the Patriots are in it
and I predict that they'll win, and
I'm prepared to argue the point.
I grew up in New England,
which does not, in my opinion, in-
clude Connecticutt, where the
fan's intensity begins to diffuse
with the influx of Mets, Yankees,
Giants and Jets fans. Deep New
England can only be defined by the
number of kids on your neighbor-
hood touch football team who
wanted to be Sam "the Bam" Cun-
ningham. These kids grew up be-
lieving that, even though they
always lost, the Patriots were the
only team worth following.
Like the Red Sox, Bruins and
Celtics, the Patriots have a love-
hate relationship with their public.
The whole team is like the child
who has a lot of talent, but just
can't seem to get his act together.
No matter how badly they do,
though, every week thousands of
New England fans go to the pack-
age store, get a six of Naragan-
sett, some State Line potato chips
and settle in for the disappoint-
ment. They're mean, too, and they
don't take the losses sitting down.
Hundreds of living rooms in deep
New England have been damaged
beyond recognition after Patriots
losses. For those people, Sunday,
January 26, 1986 wili live in in-
famy as perhaps the most exciting
day of their lives. My thesis prov-
ing why the Patriots are going to
win (have won) the Super Bowl is
as follows: \
Even if you're Jewish, Christian,
Zen Buddhist, or whatever, you
must admit that, somewhere in the
cosmos, there is a power, which I
call the God of Irony. (For the sake
of convenience, we'll refer to this
god as "he", but the force is every-
where, defies gender assignment,
and touches all our lives at some
point).
This god is sick and tired. of
watching the Chicago Bears doing
the Super Bowl Shuffle on MTV.
He thinks that Jim McMahon is a
spoiled brat and would like to take
his headband and gag him with it.
As far as he is concerned, the
'fridge is a glaring genetic muta-
tion, a mockery of nature. He
knows that America has reached
the media-hype-diminishitig-re-
turns level with the Bears; they've
gone too far and have become too
cocky. The God of Irony knows
that a Bears victory would do more
to upset to rotation of the Earth
around the Sun than all of the
thermo-nuclear weapons in the
world.
The time is right for a Pati-iot
Super Bowl win. They broke that
stupid Orange Bowl karma when
they beat the Miami Dolphins there
two weeks ago, and while Mc-
Mahon and his cohorts have been
knocking over bars up and down
Bourbon Street, the Patriots have
been hording their energy, saving
it up in order to thoroughly trounce
the Bears. If this is the year of
patriotism, what with Rambo,
Rocky IV and the Rock V Roll
Hall of Fame, then Super Bowl XX
can be looked at in terms of East
v. West, the Bears (free associated
to mean the "evil Communist
threat") v. the Patriots and all the
American heritage the name car-
ries with it. We can only hope that
the God of Irony is a red-blooded
American. No doubt about it, this
year's Super Bowl confrontation is
of epic proportions. The Patriots
are on a victory tour, and they're
going to clean up in New Orleans.
Of course, if, against all likeli-
hood, the Bears do win, I'm going
to look pretty stupid, but that's
what American is all about. I really
think, however, that the Big Guy
in the Sky is going to come through
for all of us who grew in deep New
England. Like Steven Wright, who
dreams of what would happen if all
the babies prevented by the pill
came back, the God of Irony knows
that, if he doesn't insure a Patriot
win, he's going to have hordes of
angry, grown-up, Sam "the Bam"
kids on his hands, and if they get
revenge anything like they play
touch football, he's in deep trou-
ble.
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Peterson Shines as Poet Frost
by Michelle Monti
Ass't Arts Editor
Last week, I heard that Arthur
Peterson was coming to visit Trin-
ity. I am embarrassed to admit that
my first response was "who?".
However, after Mr. Peterson's
performance in Robert Frost: Fire
and Ice, I don't think I will ever
pose that question again.
The play was shown on two
nights: Thursday, Jan. 23 and Sat-
urday, Jan. 25 in the Goodwin The-
ater of Austin Arts Center. With
a running time of approximately
two hours, the play is the cre-
atively structured story of the life
and works of the poet, Robert
Frost. The script for Robert
Frost: Fire and Ice was composed
by Mr. Arthur Peterson and Ms.
June August. The play followed the
life of Frost from childhood to
fatherhood, and finally to his late
success as a poet while he was in
Europe. The presentation offered
much more than any ordinary bi-
ography could, and Peterson's
interpretation added a new rich-
ness to Frost's poems.
The set of Fire and Ice consisted
of a podium, a desk, a part of a
front porch, and a cluster of white
birch trees. A soft lighting ar-
rangement and jovial piano accom-
paniment complimented the homey
New England atmosphere of the
play.
The character of Robert Frost
was brilliantly revived by Arthur
Peterson. Frost was presented not
only as a devoted poet, but also as
an honest, amiable person. Mr. Pe-
terson vividly accentuated the art-
ist's sense of humor, his drive to
create poetry, and his deep love
for nature. Probably the most
touching aspect presented of Frost
was that of the man suffering from
the loss of his son, who committed
suicide. Peterson captured the pain
of the poet and presented it. with
obvious sensitivity and empathy.
Peterson put a great deal of him-
self into Frost's character, bring-
ing to life the man who was Robert
Frost.
Arthur Peterson also took the
time to speak to a few classes in
the Theatre and Dance Depart-
ment. Peterson spoke of his life
and described experiences which
have influenced t ie dramatics in
this country. Peterson saw how the
stock market crash of 1929 de-
stroyed it, and he was involved in
the first federal theatre project of
Franklin D. Roosevelt to bring
dramatic arts back to life. He de-
scribed some motivations for him-
self as an actor, and admitted that
he must be careful at times of los-
ing himself in the character of
Frost,
The play, Fire and Ice, includes
a scene in which Robert Frost
meets a young man named Arthur
Peterson. Peterson was known to
his friends as a "Frost-buff", so he
was asked to drive Frost to the
train station. Peterson confirms
that this incident is true, and some
of his inspiration for the part of
Frost came from the conversation
which passed during that car ride.
One of Frost's favorite quotes is
one with which Arthur Peterson
firmly agrees: "When you lose
your ability to communicate with
the young, you're finished."
In my opinion, Mr. Arthur Pe-
terson was the most well-suited ac-
tor to play the lead in Robert Frost
Fire and Ice. Peterson made fas-
cinating character transitions,
portraying Frost from the ages of
10 to 88 years old, as well as tak-
ing on a few other personalities
during the play. Also, Mr. Peter-
son's grandfatherly kindness was
refreshing. He is a talented actor
to watch and generally a special
man.
Photo by Meryl Levin
Arthur Peterson brilliantly portrays poet Robert Frost in "Robert
Frost: Fire and Ice", which came to Austin Arts this past weekend.
Lenora Champagne Captivates Audience atAdajian
by Jennifer Edmondson
Arts Editor
The Adajian Restaurant and
Real Artways presented Lenora
Champagne in "Home" on Friday
night as part of their Live Nights
performance series. As I entered
through the big glass doors, I saw
a sign which said: "To Lounge"
pointing to some stairs. Hoping I
was, indeed, in the right place, I
descended into near darkness to
find a line of people waiting to en-
ter what I decided (according to
the Real Artways flyer) had to be
"the exotic atmosphere of the Ser-
ape Room".
The small room dizzied me, with
mirrors on nearly all sides. I found
one of about four remaining seats
in the back row of this clandestine,
cozy, and very interesting room.
As I looked around, I saw a slightly
obscure mural and still more mir-
rors. Could this really be consid-
ered "exotic"? That was debatable
to me, as I looked at this body-
filled cubicle. However, the Serape
Room did, indeed, have atmos-
phere.
The single red curtain at the
front of the room opened. I saw a
tackily dressed game show host
and a scantily dressed "hostess"
welcome us to The Giveaway Sale.
The two on stage romped about,
handing out cereal boxes and
Cokes to a chuckling audience, and
smiling smiles that would strain
Upcoming Cultural Events
Opera Guild Opens
Scholarship Auditions
The Connecticut Opera Guild's
thirty-second Annual Scholarship
Auditions, which are open to vocal
students thirty years old and
younger and who are Connecticut
residents, will occur in the Aetna
Life and Casualty Auditorium on
Sigourney Street on Sunday, May
4, .1986 starting at 11:80 p.m. The
scholarships' cash awards amount
to four million, dollars.pjntry ap-
plications may be obtained from
the Hartt School of Music, Yale
University of Music, or from Mrs.
Francis Figueroa, Auditions
Chairperson, in care of the Con-
necticut Opera, Association, 15
Lewis Street, Hartford.The entry
deadline is April 1, 1986.
Symphony Presents
Three Discovery
Concerts
The Hartford Symphony is pre-
senting concerts on February 3
and March 6 in the pursuit of pre-
senting the Hartford Symphony as
well as symphonic music in general
lo the youth of Hartford. The first
concert, which is titled "Getting
To Know the HSO", is planned for
children from kindergarten to
third grade, the second one, "Lis-
ten To The Beat", for fourth
through sixth grades, and the
third, "Celebrate Connecticut
350", for grades 7-12. Each of the
concert dates will have two morn-
ing performances, one at 9:30 a.m.
and another at 11:00 a.m. All seats
are priced at $3.25. For more in-
formation call 236-6101.
Center Church House
Presents Piano
Quartet
The Wednesday Noon Repertory
of Center Church located at 60
Gold Street will present the Mi-
noan Piano Quartet on Wednes-
day, January 29. The quartet
members are: Barbara Grouse, vi-
olin; Ruth Schilling, viola; Frances
Bard, cello; and Annette Mangino,
pianist.. The selections presented
during the concert will include
some from Schubert and Faure.
Please call the Church House at
249-5631 before 4 p.m. Tuesday for
lunch and program reservations.
Real Art Ways Exhibits
Connecticut Works
Real Art Ways Curator Patrica
Rcville announces the opening of
its first group exhibition of paint-
ings'by Conncticut artists. Artists
ijncluded in the show are Joan
Gardener, Bill DeLottie, and Ian
Harvey. The show will run from
January 10- February 14. For more
information,-contact Patricia Ro-
-ville at 525-5521.
Chamber Singers
Sought
In view of the fact that there will
be no choir or orchestra this se-
mester, the Music Department en-
courages students to participate in
smaller Chamber groups. If you
are a singer and would like to work
with a madrigal group, Marsha
Hogan, a voice teacher with the
department, is interested in meet-
ing weekly on Wednesdays from
3:00 to 4:30, beginning Wednes-
day February 5. Please sign the
sign-up sheet posted on the bulle-
tin board in the Music Depart-
ment. If you are interested in
instrumental Chamber music,
please come to a short meeting at
4PM this Wednesday in Austin
Arts Center, 103, or see; Professor
Laurent.
UHart Displays Work
of Six Sculptors
The Joselot'f Gallery of the Uni-
versity of Hartford is now featur-
ing a sculpture display entitled
"New Visions; Six Sculptors,"
which highlights the work uf
Alfred Unilversity graduates, The
display will be on view from Janu-
ary 20- February 7. The curator
of the show, John Rohlfing, is an
instructor of ceramics at the Hart-
ford Art. School and did himself
earn a graduate degree at Alfred
University. For further informa-
tion, call the University of Hart-
ford at 243-4340.
any normal person's facial muscles
to the point of disrepair.
Finally, accompanied by a mood-
setting jazz piano, Lenora Cham-
pagne bsgmi ^Mj.f^QMft^nfceit
speaking to the audience from the
dimly lit reaches of a stairwell. Shu
descended the stairs dressed like a
vintage night club songstress, in a
scarlet dress with a matching satin
glove. Champagne's character's
monologue began with tell of her
farmland childhood with brilliant
images that were sufficient to pro-
voke anyone to remember his or
her own bygone days.
Her character resembled a sub-
tle recreation of Tennessee Wil-
liams' Blanche DuBois, with a
whole new aspect added. This as-
pect was Ms. Champagne's undy-
ing dramatic charisma, as was
evident as she so realistically saun-
tered and floated about that, when
her character fainted, she caused
the audience to murmur such pan-
icked inquiries as "Is she alright?"
As Champagne's performance
progressed, her character spoke of
tS ^ i ^ i i ^
hood, including love and sexual ex-
perience. Once again, the images
presented were vivid and arrest-
ing. The images were enhanced by
Champagne's versatile, expressive
voice quality, changing from lyri-
cal to desperate to seductive, all at
a moment's notice. The use of film
as an alternative to live voice
added variety to Ms. Champagne's
' 'one-woman-show".
Seduction and sensitivity, drama
and nostalgia, these were all parts
of Lenora Champagne's perfor-
mance, "Home". As I left "the ex-
otic atmosphere of the Serape
Room", I saw the mirrored room
differently. It had been trans-
formed by Ms. Champagne into
something more than exotic.
"Offhand" Looks Ahead
by Stephen Balon
Last semester, the literary mag-
azine, Offhand, was in its second
full year of operation. There was
an overwhelming response to the
submission ads. The staff had to
judge over 220 pieces of artwork,
poetry, fiction, and photographs
before a final decision was made.
Much of it was quality work which
reflected the current thinking and
expression of the students on Trin-
ity campus last semester. This se-
mester promises to be at least as
exciting. Again, literature and art-
istry through the lens or by the
hand is very welcome. The staff is
looking for creativity as well as
purpose in all of its artwork.
The magazin^ is tentatively set
to sponser a coffeehouse. There
may be an Offhand sponsored
poetry reading or art/photo exhibit
in the future. Also, there are a. few
surprises in store. Offhand will
try to be represented in more than'
one way. That is, the magazine will
try to be more than just a maga-
zine. This is the.eventual hope and
goal of the staff.
The first major change will take
place in advertising. The ad cam-
paign has featured an unknown
face of unknown origin. This fa-
mous, possibly notorious, counte-
nance has no identity. Therefore,
the staff at Offhand proposes to
give him a name. As of now, there
will be a contest to name the Off-
hand man. Those who feel they
have an appropriate name for the
face should drop their responses in
Box 18. The contest will last until
Feb. 1,1986, when the final name
will be selected from the list of
possible choices.
On Feb. 2 at 6:30PM in the Wean
Lounge, the Offhand man will be
christened. The short ceremony
will be followed by selected read-
ings from the magazine. The staff
and friends of the Offhand man
will be there and they encourage
all those interested to attend.
The magazine hopes to continue
its success in the coming months.
Those interested in joining the
staff can contact any Offhand staff
member or Box 18 anytime duririg
the semester. The magazine thanks
the college for all the support it
has recieved from the community
during its two year existence and
hopes for the same in the months
to come.
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Music "Celebration!
Comes to Trinity
by Mary Sabatini
Staff Writer
In a delightful interview with
Naomi Amos, faculty grant coor-
dinator and piano teacher at Trin-
ity College, I learned much about
the upcoming concert program en-
titled "Celebration! A Nostalgic
Glimpse of Hartford's Musical
Past." The program, funded by a
grant from the Connecticlut Com-
mission on the Arts and by the Mu-
sic Department, coincides with the
350th anniversary celebration of
Hartford.
The original concept for the con-
cert program was actually formu-
lated in the spring, of 1985 and
grew as the year progressed.
Stemming from Naomi Amos'
work in the Hartford 350th Com-
mittee and interest in American
music and Marsha Hogan's inter-
est in the Watkinson Library, the
idea soon developed into a "mas-
sive endeavor," complete wijth a
professional narrator, musicians,
singers, and dancers. Naomi Amos,
producer and director, emphasized
the wealth of resources found in
the Watkinson Library which pro-
vided the materials for the pro-
gram. This musical social history
reflects how America felt about itr
self, as illustrated by the country's
reactions to leaders, war, the fam-
ily, and other aspects of life.
According to Naomi Amos, the
key issue is that the program re-
flects the title "Celebration." She
considers American music amaz-
ingly outfront, honest, open, hu-
morous, and possessing "a great
deal of spirit." She has a special
interest in\Songs that portray so-
cial issues such as woman suf-
frage, temperance, and abolition.,
Naomi Amos believes that Amer-
ica is the product of an unfortun-
ate inferiority complex in that our
country has failed to fully examine
our musicial heritage by focusing
on, say the development of jazz.
Our nation should be proud of its
entire repertoire of musicial ac-
complishments and use the past to
support the present.
Furthermore, Naomi Amos be-
lieves it is her "mission" to stimu-
late people to appreciate our
heritage and considers the 350th
celebration of Hartford "a won-
derful opportunity to share her en-
thusiasm with the general public."
She is especially grateful to librar-
ies such as the Watkinson for pre-
serving those important parts of
our heritage. From a historical
viewpoint, Hartford was a main-
stream city for debuting music to
be later performed in New York,
Boston, and Philadelphia. Un-
doubtedly, the quality of the music
rather than the local connection is
the main issue.
"Celebration" will be presented
in a two-part program in Goodwin
Theater of the Austin Arts Center.
The first concert on Sunday, Feb-
Pianist Peter Pertis is coming to Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts, Janu-
ary 30t
"Celebration!" cast members I. to r.: Naomi Amos, John McDonough, Marsha Hogan, Peter Harvey, and
Karen Clark-Young, will be performing their tribute to Hartford's musical history in Austin Arts Center.
ruary 2, entitled "From Church
Pew to Parlor Settee," concen-
trates on music from 1700 to 1890
and falls into a series of six scenes:
Early Church, Revolutionary War
Tavern, Early Theater, Parlor,
Songs of Social Conscience, and
Civil War. Performers include the
following: tenor Peter Harvey;
Gary Crow-Willard, bass; pianist
Naomi Amos; sopranos Marsha
Hogan and Karen Young; Greg
Shearer, fife and flute; narrator
Johkn McDonough; and the Reel
Nutmeg Dancers. Many of the per-
formers have connections with
Trinity College.
The March 9 concert, "Hartford
Turns the Century," focuses upon
music from 1890 to 1920. It will
feature popular music, early musi-
cial theater, and jazz, including se-
lections from George C.Cohan's
"Give My Regards to Broadway"
and "Little Johnny Jones,"
Harvey, Amos, Hogan, and Crow-
Willard will again perform, accom-
panied by soprano Barbara Pierce,
the Emory Smith Trio, and the
Elm City Vintage Dancers.
It should be noted that the exhi-
bition "In Meeting House, Parlor,
and Concert Hall: Three Centuries
of Music in Hartford" in the Wat-
kinson Library is presented in
cooordination with the musicial
celebration. Naomi Amos re-
marked that Margaret Sax, asso-
. ciate curator of the Watkinson
Library, has been simply "incredi-
ble" in contributing to the produc-
tion.
Indeed, "Ceiebrastion! A Nos-
talgic Glimpse of Hartford's Musi-
cial Past" rejoices in the
development of Ameircan music.
Naomi Amos believes that the pro-
gram expresses the sharing of
"wonderful resources and the
spirit that we once had in Amer-
ica." As we learn more about
American music of the past, we
respect our .heritage even more.
Those who study various aspects
of the American scene (political,
economic, social) will certainly ac-
quire'a true feeling for the culture
of our country. For example, the
line "There's a good time coming"
(Steven Foster, .1846) illustrates
America's optimism and naivete
prior to the Civil War. Moreover,
the 350th anniversary of Hartford
provides a wonderful rationale to
explore our musical past. Without
doubt, this fun and educational
program, a "Celebration!", should
not be missed.
Pertis Performs at Goodwin
by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer
Peter Pertis was already an es-
tablished musician in Hungary
when, in 1979, he was granted po-
litical asylum from the United
States. The Budapest native re-
ceived his Bachelor's degree from
the famed Bela Bartok Conserva-
tory and was awarded both a Mas-
ter's Degree and a Doctorate of
Musical Arts Degree from the
Franz Liszt Academy of Music
where he held the rank of Profes-
sor for six years. In 1976-78 he
was Artist-in-Residence at the Mu-
sashino Academy in Tokyo.
For his upcoming performance
on January 30, Pertis will play
works from four different artists:
Beethoven's "Tempest" Sonata,
op. 31,no. 2; Bartok's Siute, op. 4,
Liszt's "Mephisto Waltz"; and
Schumann's "Carnaval". Cur-
rently, Pertis is a guest Master
Piano Teacher with Trinity's Mu-
sic Department.
Records.and Recording's (Lon-
don) has praised his "excellent
technique, lively conception and
interpretation", and found his per-
formances of Liszt to possess "de-
monic force, along with a lyrical
sensitiveness and great human-
ism." Critics have lauded his play-
ing as being remarkable for its
"deep-rooted poetry, rich variety
of tone, [and the] outstanding ge-
nius of his interpretation".
During the past decade the dis-
tinguished pianist has gained rec-
ognition in nearly every major city-
in both Eastern and Western Eu-
rope, as well as in South America,
Australia, the Middle East, and Ja-
pan. As well as being a frequent
guest artist on radio and TV, he
has also recorded for the Qualiton
label in Hungary and on the King
label in Japan.
The January 30 piano recital by
Mr. Pertis will be at the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center
at 8:15 PM. For tickets and fur-
ther information, please call the
box office at 527-5058. This is a
Performance Pass event, free to
all Trinity students and faculty.
BLOOM COUNTY
McCaiiley Focuses on Voice,SpeakIng
by Caitlin Dean
McCauley led a number of ac-
tors, singers, and dancers in a
voice and text workshop on Sat-
. urday. I approached the workshop
a little warily, only having had five
hours of sleep the night before. But
my heavy lids and dark circles soon
left me as I became intrigued with
the different aspects of voice.
One of Ms. MKcCuvey's main fo-
cuses was. okn centering. She flet
thta all performers should be cen-
tered and relaxed within their bod-
ies. Basic centering points were
the solar plexis and the pelvioc
area. She felt tht one can change
the sound of the voice without los-
ing the center. She also mentioned
that wsome performers choose to
change their center. For example,
an actor would center in his nose
for a nasal voice. •
Another thing Ms. McCauley
talked about was levels of reso-
nance. A high level indicates anger
and excitement, a low level can be
sensous or sexy and the medium
level is used in everyday commu-
nication. She had us demonstrate
the difference by projecting to the
floor, with our heads down, at the
ceiling with our heads back, and
straight ahead.
With different excercises she
emphasized the tongue, lips and
soft palate as the instruments of
articulation. She also talked about
the importance of the diaphragm
and breathing. One of the'excer-
cises demonstrating resonance had
us pair up and feel the vibrations
of the face while we hummed.
Ms: McCaulely feels thst one of
the reasons people are so tight
when they speak is that their mus-
cles arte holding back what they
really want,to say. We can't just
let it all hang out, though, or we'd
get in some serious trouble. She
suggests that you let it. go, but
catch it and shape it before you
present it.
I thought her exercises and her
theories were helpful even to the
non-performer. She had exercises
to demonstrate each thing she pre-
sented. I walked out of the work-
shop with a better understanding
of the voice and how we use it, and,
I was awake too.
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Chefs Chicks Drown Cards
The women's swim team, deci-
mated by the flu, needed big per-
formances from the Big Three
(Brennan, Finn, and Hubbard) to
, subdue Wesleyan last Wednesday
evening. They got them. Barbara
Brennan ruled the 1000, 500, and
100 freestyle events, Ginny Finn
flashed to wins in the 200 freestyle
and 200 back, and Karen Hubbard
won the 50 FS, anchored the win-
ning medley relay, and went 1-2
with Brennan in the 100 FS.
Kathy Graham chipped in a
smooth second place in the 200 in-
dividual medley, and Chever Volt-
mer churned to a second in the 100
butterfly. Themis Klarides and Peg
Hargrave contributed a 2-3 finish
in the 200 breast, and Jocelyn Ro-
land splashed to a third in the 50
FS to complete the Chicks scoring.
The absence of ailing stickouts
Susan Deer and Layne Pomerlau
was taken advantage of by an im-
proving Wesleyan team, which
kept it close.
Although the Chicks opened with ,,
a convincing win in the 200 medley
relay and were never behind, the
Cardinals were pesky and kept it
close throughout, winning the final
400 freestyle relay to pull within
eight points, the final score read-
ing 51-43.
The Chicks are on the road for
the next three outings including
meets today at Fairfield and
Thursday at Southern Connecti-
cut.
Cards Submerge M-Swimmers
The male swimmers take their marks. photo by Mark Bridges
The Trinity men's swimming
team took on the high flying Car-
dinals from Wesleyan last
Wednesday down at Trowbridge
Pool and the two teams put on a
great show which wasn't resolved
until the final relay race. The
Ducks displayed unexpected power
in their first real test, and they
nearly ambushed an overconfident
foe.
When the smoke had cleared,
two Trinity freshmen had emerged
as formidable swimmers. Ridge
Cromwel! won the 100 and 200
freestyle events in breathtaking
style and supplied a blistering an-
chor in the winning 400 medley re-
lay, backstroker Peter Ostrander
also caught the Cardinals' atten-
Bill Blank has emerged as a (wo-way defenseman. photo by Mark Bridges
-»y
The wrestling team has yet to get hold of its first win.
tion with a brilliant leg in the 400
medley relay and followed with, an
upset win in the 200 backstroke.
These were not the only stand-
out swims, however. The Trinity
team showed excellent balance
throughout the program and
promises to produce a fine record,
barring sickness or injury.
Senior Phillip Drinkaus, recover-
ing from a virus, looked like his old
self with a strong leg in the medley
and a 2:12 clocking in the 200 but-
terfly. Chris Robbins was touched
out in the 200 IM by undefeated
Cardinal ace Steve Jackmanj and
Mike Williams was a close third.
Newcomer Nick Clifford is round-
ing into shape and scored in the 50
freestyle.
Mark Jamilkowski clocked his
best-ever swims in the breast-
stroke, and Ian Feinhandler and
Adam Kimmick are beginning to
get a handle on distance events.
Captain and heartbeat of this ex-
citing team is Jim Loughlin, stand-
out distance swimmer and
sometime breaststroker who sco-
red in the 1000 FS, 500 FS, and
200 breaststroke events.
Trinity broke on top, going
3:54.93 in the opening 400 medley
relay, after which the lead changed
hands five times before standing
45-43 for Wesleyan going into the
final freestyle relay. In a great
duel, Wes was able to secure its
win on a super anchor effort by
freshman flash, Mark Seasholes,
his third win of the night. The final
score was 52-43.
The Ducks take to the road this
week for two meets, including a
battle with Fairfield University to-
morrow.
Whalers On A Roll;
Rise In The Adams
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
The Hartford Whalers were in-
vincible last week. They won three
of three games, defeating the New
York Rangers, the Toronto Maple
Leafs, and the Winnipeg Jets. The
Whalers out-scored, their oppo-
nensts 11-3, showing a previously
absent defensive dominance. The
Whalers are still fighting Boston
to seize sole" possesion of third
place, and to keep Buffalo in last.
Here are some statistics for peo-
ple who haven't put the Whaler's
accomplishments in perspective.
They are eighth in the overall
standings, seventh in offense, and
eighth in defense. They have a bet-
ter record than the Islanders, the
Boston Bruins, and the Buffalo
Sabres, all the teams in the Norris
Division, and all the teams in the
Smythe Division except league-
leading Edmonton. All this comes
at what should have: been the
Whaler's darkest hour. Ron Fran-
cis, the Whaler's captain and best
player, broke his ankle in a game
against Quebec. Francis will be out
until mid-March. The Whalers have
responded to the injury by rolling
up a five game winning streak,
their longest of the season. The
checking line of Doug Jarvis, Paul
Macdermid and Dave Tippet has
combined for three short-handed
goals in the last three games. Syl-
vain Turgeon actually looks like he
is playing better without Francis
than with him, and recent aquisi-
tion Wayne Babych has scored an
astounding ten points in four
games with Hartford.
The defense has performed ad-
mirably in' the second half of the
season and given goaltenders Mike
Liut and Steve Weeks protection
that they can count on. All the
Whaler defensemen have positive
plus/minus ratings, except Risto
Siltanen, who is only a few points
into the negative. He has partially
compensated for his weafe-but-im-
proved defensive play by scoring
three goals in the last four games.
Hartford's biggest weakness over:
the first half of the season was giv-
ing up too many goals. That prob-
lem is gone. In the month of
January the Whalers are allowing
less than three goals a game. When
Kevin Dineen returns from his fin-
ger injury next week the Whalers
will have another big-scoring right
wing to help make up for the lost
production of Francis. The Whal-
ers are playing better hockey in
the new year than ever before. Pa-
tient Whaler fans have a lot to
smile about now.
Van Cleve Stars
photo by Mark Bridges
continued from page 12
remaining as Trin tried a 3-2 half-
court trap falling back into a 2-3
zone when Paula Andres was not
in, the game. At the half the score
was tied 30-30.
The second half was all Trinity
as the women exploded for a 40-30
lead with 13 minutes left. The key
to this burst was the man-to-man
full court press implemented by
Coach Erlandson that created
many turnovers by Wellesley and
also the porous Wellesley defense
that let Trin take many high per-
centage shots. Wellesly cut Trini-
ty's lead to 39-46 as they began to
press with 8:45 loft, hut Trin held
in there and hustled their way to a
56-44 lead with 3:35 remaining.
The game was all Trinity from that
point and it finished with a con-
vincing- win 64-48.
AROUND THE RIM: Wellesley
defeated Brandeis 65-45, a team
Trinity only beat 60-58... Welles-
ley also edged Smith, a team Trin-
ity lost to earlier this season 49-
48... Standouts for Trin: Sis Van
Cleve — 11 pts., Sara Mayo — 14
pts., Leanne Lebrun — 10 pts., Su-
san Babcock — 14 pts... Trin's next
game is at home on Wednesday the
29th at 7:00.
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Men's Hoop Upsets Tufts
continued from page 12
The Cardinals were not to be de-
nied, however. They buttled back
with the support of a large, vocif-
erous crowd of 1,000, and finally
claimed the lead at 56-55 with 7:40
to go. Just after that, Abere fouled
out, and then with 2:48 remaining,
Donovan got his fifth. Wesleyan
hasn't let us down," said Ogrod-
nick. "Now we've got to get some
offense going." The Bantams' op-
ponents are shooting near 40% this
year.
After Coast Guard, it looked like
the Bantams were back on track.
On Saturday, Donovan scored the
game-winner as Trin fought back
for a 75-74 win.
Don Green imitates Michael Jordan. photo by Mark Bridges
held off Trinity by using the out-
side bombs of Mike Arcieri, who
hit six jumpers of 17 feet or longer
over the last eight minutes, and
finished with 34 points.
For now, the Bantams are going
to try to put that loss and the rest
of the bad streak behind them, and
concentrate on the future. "Our
defense is the one thing which
Wrestling
Beaten
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer
The Trinity Bantam wrestling
team will find it difficult this year
to win a match, but that has very
little to do with the talent on the
team. The numbers are few, for-
feits are frequent, and therefore
the team remains winless (0-4). But
there are bright spots in the sea-
son for coach Michael Darr.
Western New England came to
Trinity last week with a nearly
perfect record. For the Bantams,
it was a chance for individuals to
measure their wrestling ability.
The Bantams, individually, per-
formed very well.
Nick Veronis, at 152 pounds,
manhandled his opponent, as he
has been doing all season. The sen-
ior's record stands at 4-1 and coach
Darr sees him as "one of the better
wrestlers in New England in his
weight class."
Similar praise went to Marc
Weiland in the 157 class. His in-
tensity and desire have repeatedly
shone through. His Western New
England opponent defeated him
last year, but Weiland rose to the
challenge and won this year, keep-
ing him undefeated since Christ-
mas Break.
Senior Captain Joe Adam con-
tinued to show why he is the de-
Mike Donovan keyed win over Tufts. photo by Mark Bridges
fending New England champion.
Although wrestling out of his
weight class again, Adam man-
aged to pin his foe rather easily.
As the meat of the schedule ap-
proaches, coach Darr will be able
to place all his wrestlers back into
their normal weight classes. Over-
all, he has been impressed with the
competitiveness of his matmen and
only frets about the lack of bodies.
However, there are dedicated ath-
letes out there, willing to work,
despite a poor record.
The highlight of wrestling this
season has been the uppperclass-
men. Although losing the match to
Western by forfeits, the Bantams
outscored the men from WENEC
18-12. This is a very good sign and
a tribute to the hard work of the
Trinity wrestlers.
"The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
College View Athlete
Of The Week TONIGHT IS$3 PITCHER
NIGHT AT
"VIEW"
RESULTS:
Men's Basketball — 75. Coast (Juarc! — 57.
Men's Basketball — 68, Wesleyan — 77.
Men's Basketball -- 75, Tufts — 74. ,
Hockey ~ 20, WNCC — O.
Hockey — 5, UConn — 2.
Wrestling — lost to WNEC by forfeit.
Women's Basketball — 6+, Wellesley — 48.
Men's Swimming — 43, Wesleyan — S2..
Women's Swimming — si, Wesleyan — 43.
The College View Athlete of the Week is
Reed Whitmore. The 6'0", 180-pound junior
forward from Anchorage, Alaska scored
consecutive hat tricks in Trinity hockey
games last week. Whitmore, who now has
14 goals on the year, scored a hat trick
' against WNEC, which Trin clouted 20-0, and •
added three more in a 5-2 win at CJConn.
The Game:
THURSDAY: #1 Clark
at Men's Hoop 8:00pm
THIS WEEK:
TODAY
Men's Basketball — W.P.I. Home 8:0O p.m.
Women's Swimming — FairficUi 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
women's Basketball — W. conn. Homo, 7:00 p.m.
Men's Swimming — Pairficld Away 7:00 p.m.
Women's Squash — Yale Away 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY
Men's Basketball — Clnrk Home 8:O0 p.m.
Women's Swimming — S. Conn Away 7:30 p.m.
Hockey — Bentley Away »:oo p.m.
I'RIOAY
Men's Squash — UPcwn Home *:oo p.m.
SATURDAY
Men's Baskclbull — Coim. College Away 8:00 p.m.
Women's Biiskciball — Conn. Colletfc A way 6:00 p.m.
Women's Squash — smith Home 2:oo p.m.
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Hockey Team, Sparked By Whitmore, Beats UConn
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
Talk about waking up on the
wrong side of the bed in the morn-
ing. The members of the Western
New England hockey team must
have felt that way last Wednesday
after suffering through an embar-
assing 20-0 defeat to Trinity's
hockey team. That's right, 20-0.
No, Trinity didn't miss the extra
point, this was a hockey game and
the Bants didn't miss much of any-
thing, particularly the back of the
net.
The Bants blitzed the pathetic
Western New England team with
six goals in the first period, seven
in the second, and finished the eve-
ning with a nightcap of seven tal-
lies in the third. Kevin Kamyk, the
Beseiged WNEC goalie, faced 39
shots — in the first and third pe-
riods alone. The Bants bombed re-
liever Mark Wyler with 17 shots in
the second for a game total of 56.
Not a bad offensive performance.
"I felt like a bowling pin," com-
mented Kamyk.
By contrast, Trinity's goalies,
Dave Murray and Hutch Robbins,
faced only 11 shots the whole
game, which pleased head coach
John Dunham, who likes to empha-
size strong defensive play as much
as offense.
"We tried to show mercy, but
when they continually put the puck
on your stick, it's hard not to run
up the score," explained Dunham.
"We had 56 shots on goal, which
really isn't a lot for a score like
that. The main thing was that we
passed the puck very well and had
fun out there."
Frank Newark took a feed from
Kevin Robinson at 1:53 of the first
period and beat Kamyk to start
the barrage.
Bill Kenney, Tom Sheehy,
Bryant MeBride, Peter Wothing,
Kevin Robinson and Rich Stetson
scored one goal each. The line of
Reed Whitmore, Henry Manley,
and Vern Meyer contributed seven
goals; Whitmore notched a hat
trick, and Meyer and Manley added
a pair each. Mike Miele scored his
first two goals of the year, as did
Brett Wolman. Bob Loeber tallied
his third and fourth goals of the
year to complete the scoring.
Trinity won its fifth game in a
row on Saturday, defeating UConn
5-2 in Storrs. Whitmore contrib-
uted his second consecutive hat
trick, avenging an earlier 6-4 loss
to UConn.
Although UConn is a Division II
team, the difference between the
Huskies and Bantams is quite min-
imal. UConn is only 10-14 overall
and 8-8 within the division, while
Trinity is now 11-4 overall and 8-1
in Division III play.
Trinity dominated the play, pep'
pering sophomore goalie J.T. Mar-
coux with several point-blank
shots. Trinity's number one line of
Whitmore, Manley, and Meyer not
only stiffled UConn's first line of
Harry Geary, Mark Kosinski, and
Mike Powers, but pressured the
Huskies relentlessly. Defenseman
Bill Blank also had an exceptional
game; the junior rushed the puck,
pinched in well at the point, and
cleared the crease effectively.
Trinity goalie Art Fitzgerald was
not really tested and had he not let
in a fluke red-line shot, Trin would
have cakewalked.
The newfangled fourth line of
Jay Williamson, Stetson, and Wor-
thing also kept up the pace, partic-
ularly in the first period.
Whitmore got the Bants on the
board at 16:05 in the first period,
tipping in McBride's blast from the
top of the slot. Earlier, Whitmore
had been robbed by Marcoux from
in close.
Worthing notched his ninth of
the year at 6:57 of the second, off
Peter Worthing stickhandles as Tom
a pass from Mike Anderson to
make it 2-0.
UConn's Geary then beat Fitz-
gerald on a long shot from center
ice that brought the Huskies to
within one goal. But that was the
closest that the Huskies got all
night. Whitmore extended Trin's
lead to 3-1 as he converted off a
scramble in front of the net. Meyer
and Manley were credited with the
assists, but Blank made the play
by keeping the puck in at the point
and then feeding the slot.
Stetson picked up a loose puck
in front of Marcoux and scored un-
assisted to make it 4-1 going into
the third. It was the senior's fifth
of the season.
Kosinski scored his 18th on a
four-on-four situation to bring
Sheehy looks on.
UConn to within two goals but
Whitmore ended the rally by scor-
ing his third goal of the game to
make it 5-2. The goal, Whitmore's
14th, was unassisted, but Blank
had a hand in that one as well with
his play at the point.
UConn, coming off a 6-4 loss to
Merrimac, let its frustration show
in the third period by taking runs
at Fitzgerald and Blank, but Trin
persevered as Meyer and Com-
pany killed off two five-on-three
situations in the third period.
The Bants, who are averaging
7.5 goals per game, appear to have
found the right combinations.
"We're improved overall on de-
fense with the addition of MeBride
(the sophomore transfer from
Westpoint) and we're getting our
photo by Mark Bridges
centers, to distribute the puck to
the wings and our quicker play-
ers," said Dunham. "We're not a
great forechecking team, so we
have to score off the transition and
play well in our own zone."
Five consecutive wins and an 8-
1 divisional record seems to sug-
gest that the Bantams are starting
to put things together for the
stretch run to the playoffs.
-,<<•'
Basketball Rebounds From Losses To Wesleyan
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer
"It's nice to be able to walk
around campus and not have to say
'I don't know."'
These were the words of Ken
Abere after his 18 points and eight
rebounds led the Trinity basketball
team to a 75-57 victory over Coast
Guard on Thursday night. The ref-
erence was to the recent Bantam
tailspin, during which they lost
four out of six games and two
straight, both to Wesleyan.
It was fitting that the turna-
round came against the Cadets,
who beat the Bantams in overtime,
81-79, to start the slide five weeks
ago. John Gallagher, who poured
in 39 points in that matchup, was
held in check on Thursday. He did
manage a game-high 23 points, but
most of those came after the con-
test was already decided, as Jon
Moorhouse, Bill Pfohl, and fresh-
man Glenn Kurtz effectively shut
him down.
Besides Kurtz, two other fresh-
man played significant roles in the
Bantams' win. Don Green, Ted
Lyon and Kurtz combined for 17
points and 12 rebounds, as Lyon
and Kurtz saw their first extended
court time. Lyon provided outside
scoring punch, with 11 points.
Kurtz, playing despite three
stitches he received after getting
elbowed below the eye in the J.V.
game, filled a large void left by
Tim Curtis, who had a sprained
ankle, and Dan Monohan, who re-
cently left the team.
The game started out with both
teams .shooting cold, and with
14:37 to go to the game was tied
at eight. Trinity then went on a
14-4 run to take a 22-12 lead with
8:05 left, and the game was never
in doubt after that.
Five Bantams were in double
figures: Abere, Lyon, Tom Fitz-
gerald (14 points on 87% shoot-
ing), Moorhouse (11 points, eight
rebounds), and Mike Donovan (10
points and six rebounds).
Although Coast Guard was the
first team to beat Trinity this sea-
son, the Bantams were thinking
more about getting back to win-
ning than exacting revenge on the
Cadets.
"Sure-there's some revenge in-
volved," said coach Stan Ogrod-
nick, "but we were thinking more
about the recent games (losses)
we've played."
It was also the first game the
Bantams had played at home in
their last seven, and that was a
factor. "It was good to get back
on this court," said Abere, "we
really play well here."
They didn't play quite so well last
Tuesday in Middletown, as Wes-
leyan handed them their second
defeat in three days, 77-68. The
game was very closelly officiated,
especially from a Trinity stand-
point. Abere, Donovan, and Fitz-
gerald all fouled out, as the Bants
were whistled for 23 fouls, as com-
pared to 15 on Wesleyan. The Car-
dinals converted 17 of 24 free
throws, Trinity eight of twelve.
The nine point difference from the
line was coincidently the same as
the margin of victory.
An inspired Moorhouse led the
Bantams' attack with 18 points,
and his ten in the first half helped
Trinity to a 39-32 lead at the mid-
point.
continued on page 11
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W-Hoop Now 3-5
by Chris Dickinson
Senior Staff Writer
Robinson and Loeber did a lot of celebrating against WNEC. photo by Mark Brie
The Trinity College women's
varsity basketball team finished
the week on a high note Saturday,
overpowering Wellesley 64-48.
Earlier in the week, the Lady
Bants faced a strong Clark team
and lost 89-43. In the Clark game,
the women played well, executing
their offense and defense cor-
rectly, but the Clark women had
the hot hand, shooting 55% from
the field and an impressive 89%
from the foul line to key the Clark
victory. Coach Karen Erlandson
said, "The women worked well to-
gether. They hustled the whole
game on both offense and defense,
but the baskets just wouldn't fall
for us. If we had doubled our field
goal percentage, then we would
have been in the game."
On Saturday, the Lady Bants
faced Wellesley in what looked to
be a fairly even matchup. The Trin
women opened up early, taking a
6-4 lead with 17:41 remaining,
thanks to the key outside shooting
of Sara Mayo and Sis Van Cleve,
as Wellesley defensed them in a
tight 3-2 zone. On defense, the
Lady Bants played a 1-3 zone
chaser with Sis Van Cleve sticking
to the key scorer for Wellesley,
Paula Andres, like a glove. This
defense worked well for Trin as
the three women inside kept
Wellesley's big woman, Del Akins,
below her average of 17.9 ppg and
Van Cleve's stellar defense kept
their key- outside shooter frus-
trated and scoreless.
With 13 minutes remaining in
the first half, Wellesley switched
to man-to-man and Lisa Murphy
(13 pts) brought Wellesley to
within • 22-21- with 5:24 left. The
shooting of the Wellesley guards
put Wellesley.up 28-27 with 2:10
continued on page jj).
